
Homeschool Art (4-8): Week 4: House Sculptures (Linda Ryan)

TOPIC/CONCEPT/THEME:
Linda Ryan, Sculpture, 3D art

NATIONAL VISUAL ARTS STANDARDS: NCSD FPA CURRICULUM OUTCOMES:

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
Students will be able to:
-Enhance appreciation and understanding of arts
-Engage, view and discuss art in a gallery setting
-Expand knowledge of sculpture art
-Learn about and view the work of Linda Ryan
-Interpret and respond to the art of Linda Ryan by creating
a unique work of art inspired by her exhibit

VOCABULARY:
Linda Ryan: is a sculpture artist. She finds
inspiration from the world around her, both how
it looks and how it feels. Themes found in her
work are enclosure and passage. Stairs, alcoves
(small space within a room) and house forms.
Sculpture: a form of 3D art. Something that can
stand or hang on its own, usually you can walk
around it
Texture: how something feels or looks like it feels

CLASSROOM PREP:
-gather texture/mark making tools (clay tools, forks, tooth brush,
pencils, straws etc)

-place a tray on each table with clay knives, wire cutters, texture
tools and rolling pins
-pre tear a wax paper sheet for each student
-place water cups on tables prior to class

MATERIALS:
-drawing paper
-pencils
-rulers
-thin colored wire
-wire cutters
-sticks
-air dry clay
-texture plates and other mark making tools (clay

tools, forks, tooth brush,, pencils, straws etc)

-rolling pins
-clay knives
-wax paper
-small water cups
-paper plates

MOTIVATION:
Gallery Visit: Linda Ryan
RULES OF VISITING AN ART GALLERY
1. NO TOUCHING 2.NO RUNNING 3.Be respectful and listen 4. Quiet voices

Begin by visiting Linda Ryan’s exhibit Evolving Exploration
Allow students some time to explore the gallery and look at the art.
Bring everyone back together and have a brief artist discussion.
-What type of art is in this gallery? Sculpture
-What is Sculpture? 3D art
Linda Ryan is a sculpture artist, she uses a lot of different materials and
techniques to create her work.
-What do you see in these pieces? (Houses, wire, sticks, money)
Linda Ryan finds inspiration from the world around her, both how it looks
and how it feels.
Notice the textures of all her pieces
Themes that can be found throughout her body of work are the sense of
enclosure (keeping things in/containted)  as well as passage (letting things
move through/on from one place to the next) . House forms, stairs and
alcoves (small spaces within a room) can all be found in her work.
Houses enclose things
Stairs allow people to move from one place to the next
Alcoves contain/enclose things
Do you like the work in this exhibit? Why or Why not?
Head back to the classroom to begin project

ASSESSMENT QUESTIONING: DIFFERENTIATION: RESOURCES:



PROCEDURES:
Show project the example and explain that students will be creating a house sculpture inspired by Linda Ryan’s exhibit.
1.To begin each student will need a piece of drawing paper and a pencil (rulers are available if they want them)

-students will be creating a basic house template
-just the outline of the front of the house is needed (no windows or doors)
-they can make the house look like their own house or create a unique house from their imagination
-houses should be no more than 5in tall or 5in wide
-once they have the outline drawn they will cut it out

2. Once students have their house template cut out they will need a ball of air dry clay and a piece of wax paper
DEMO
-placing the ball of clay on the wax paper, students will begin by smoosing the ball into a thick pancake
-using the rolling pins they will roll out the clay pancake until it is about a 1/4in thick

3. Next they will lay their house template onto the slab and using a needle tool (found in the tray on the table) trace the outline of their template (DEMO THIS)
-have students repeat the above step but before tracing they will FLIP THEIR TEMPLATE OVER so that they have 2 houses outlined on their clay slab
-if the slab is not big enough for both houses, do the first and then repeat the above steps with the leftover clay
-set house template aside to be used again later

4. Using the clay knife students will cut out each house
-extra clay can be balled up and set aside

5. Once students have their 2 houses cut out they will use the various tools and extra clay to create texture on each of their house forms
DEMO
-students will need to cover the entire surface of each house with texture
-when pressing/carving texture into the house form do not press too hard (pressing too hard can alter the shape of the house and make the clay to thin)
-when adding texture to the surface of the house form (if they choose to do that) make sure to score and slip just like with ceramic clay
-encourage students to use multiple forms of texture to create more interest on their houses

6. After the texture has been added to the house forms students will set them aside
7. Students will then need another small ball of air dry clay and their house template

DEMO
-roll out another slab using the same process as before (ball-pancake-1/4in slab)
-once the slab is rolled students will need draw  2 rectangles that are a couple inches long and half as tall as their house template (can use rulers for straight lines)
-cut out rectangles

8. Next students will assemble their houses using the 2 rectangles and their textures house forms
DEMO
-place one side of the textured house TEXTURE SIDE DOWN on the wax paper
-score halfway up on one EDGE of the house
-grab one of the rectangles and score the END of one side that is half as tall as your house
-dab some water on each scored area and then gently place the two scored portions together creating an L

Have students complete the above steps before moving on
-repeat the steps for the other side of the house and second rectangle
-you should now have the front and 2 sides to your house

Have students complete the above steps before moving on
-next score the visible ENDS of both rectangle pieces
-gently stand up the house
-placing the second house form, texture side down, score both edges, half way up
-add water to all 4 scored areas



-gently press the scored areas together, one side of the house and then the other
-make sure to be gentle but use enough pressure to make sure the pieces stick together!
-you should now have an assembled house!

Allow students to complete the above steps
9. After all houses have been assembled students will need to choose various pieces of colored wire from the supply table
10. Students will add wire to their houses by poking it through the clay

DEMO
-placing a hand on the backside of whichever area you are poking wire through will provide support to the soft clay
-be CAREFUL
-wires can be bent, cut or curled using the tools on the table

11. Once students have finished adding wire they will set raise their hand and the teacher will transfer the house to a paper plate and place it in a safe area to dry
12. Clean up:

-place all materials back in the tray on the table
-any unused wire or clay will go back to the supply table
-check floors for any messes



REFLECTIONS- What worked/ didn’t? What would you do differently next time? How could the lesson improve?


